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CEMAGUIRE, NC
Arcilcts Egine s - Pdanner

6First Avenue. Waltham, Massachusetts 02254.
THE MAGUIRE

GROUP Tel 617 /890-0100
Telex: 92-3403 Cable: CEMI

December 29, 1983

Mr. Robert D. Merner
Acting Consul General
Canadian Consulate General
500 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Reference: Architectural and Engineering Review
of the Governor Oliver Aines Mansion

Dear Mr. Merner:

We are pleased to present you with this report noting the general
condition of the Governor Oliver Aines Mansion. It is our under-
standing that you are considering this building for use as the new
home of the Canadian Consulate in Boston.

This report contains an evaluation of all aspects of the building
including those aspects we discussed on December 8, 1983.

We enjoyed this opportunity to, work with you, and should you decide
to purchase the Aines Mansion, we would be pleased to provide any
architectural, engineering or interior design services that you
might require to suit the building to, the Consulate's specific needs.

Sincerely yours,

CE MAGUIRE, INC.

Brian P. O'Donnell, A.I.A.
Assistant Vice President
Group Manager
Architectural Division
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1. BUILDING DESCRIPTION

On October 13, 1983, a condition survey team visited the Governor
Oliver Ames Mansion located at the northeast corner of the inter-
section of Commonwealth Avenue and Massachusetts Avenue. The team
consisted of the following Maguire personnel:

Brian O'Donnell, A.I.A. - Project Director and Architect
Richard Goddard, P.E. - Structural Engineer
Dan Nayar, P.E. - Mechanical Engineer
Dan Leone - Electrical Engineer

The building is an historic structure built around 1883. The
primary use was a residence. Recently the building was converted
to an office as noted in the plans prepared by Childs Bertman
Tseckares and Casendino, Inc., dated 5/19/81 with several revisions
up to June 1982. The building contains six (6) stories each of
about 4,700 square feet as noted below:

Basement - This area is comprised of unfinished walls and is
used partially for storage. The main boiler room
and passenger elevator machine room are located in
this area. Two elevators service this level. A
main stair and supplementary rear stair provide
access to the other floors. No direct access to the
exterior is provided from this level.

Ground Floor - This area is unoccupied. Recent renovations have
made this floor acceptable for office use. Access
to other floors is provided by a main and supplemen-
tal stair. In addition, both the passenger and
freight elevator service this level. Direct access
is provided both to Massachusetts Avenue and the car
parking area in the alley behind the mansion.

First Level - This area was the main level of the original mansion
containing entertainment, living and dining quar-
ters. It is mostly unoccupied except for
the Commonwealth Avenue side, which is occupied by
the Faraca Company. The two stairs continue through
this level as well as the elevators. Direct access
is provided to the Commonwealth Avenue side of the
structure from this level and was the main entry
point to the original mansion.

Second Level - This area is presently occupied by The Finch Group,
Inc., and Cramer & Co., Inc. It is served by both
the stairs and elevators. No direct access to the
street occurs at this level or any levels above this
level.

Third Level - This area is presently occupied by Gray-Judson, Inc.
It is served by both the stairs and elevators. It
should be noted that the main stair stops at this
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level, and is enclosed by wire glass partitions. Over the main stair is
a skylight that is artificially lighted.

Fourth Level - This area is presently occupied by Vesti Design
International . It is served by both elevators and
the supplemental stair. A large portion of the
floor area is occupied by the enclosure of the
skylight over the main stair. Clerestory lights
have been provided to allow natural light to enter
into the adjacent offices.

Above the fourth level is area within the roof structure used for
newly installed air handling units. A wooden catwalk provides good
access for the servicing of the units. The overaîl area of the
building is approximately 28,000 square feet.

2. ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW

The exterior condition of the building is in excellent condition
for its age. The brownstone is solid showing no deterioration.
Mortar joints are good. It is only at the north side of the chim-
ney at the roof that the brownstone has shown wear and the mortar
joints need to be repointed. The windows, except for the fourth
floor, are the original single-pane double-hung wood type. For
purposes of energy conservation, insulated-type windows should be
considered, still keeping the exterior appearance of the building
the sanie.

The roof is comprised of two parts--the sloping slate areas and the
relatively flat built-up areas. The siate roof is in good shape
wlth few slates missing. The wood substructure, from a visual
examination froni the underside, shows no evidence of dry rot, water
leakage, or insect attack. Copper flashings are the original and
are stlll serviceable. The built up roof 15 sloped at a good angle
to the east and rainwater is gathered in gutters and piped by means
of exposed rain leaders to the ground. The membrane flashings show
evidence of cracking. froni exposure to the ultraviolet rays of the
sun. The flat bullt-up roof is covered with pea stone and appears
to be the original roof. The roof shows evidence of good mainte-
nance over the years. In the short-term, patching should be done
at curbs, perimeter flashings and water flowage reworked at the new
air-conditioning equlpment bases. In the long-teri, the roof
should be replaced.

The basement shows evidence of water leaking in through elther the
windows or walls in some locations. The boiler room has a clogged
drain wlth standing water. Ceilings are in less than good condi-
tion due to recent electrical renovations. Storage use, rather
than oersonnel occupancy. is reconïnended for this area.
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The Ames Mansion, as classified by the Massachusetts State
Building Code, is a Group B - Business Use, and of Type 3 or 3A.
The "Type 3" designates exterior masonry wall construction with
either normal or heavy timber floor and roof framing. The
facility is not subject to any code restrictions as to number of
stories or allowed area per story as it is an existing struc-
ture.

It is interesting to note that there are certain aspects of the
egress stairs, elevators and fire protection systems in the
mansion that would normally be upgraded by code requirements.
However, because this is an historic building, it receives
generous exemptions according to the code. The exemptions were
given by the City to the present owners in their recent reno-
vation effort. These exemptions are explained in Section 436 of
the Massachusetts State Building Code and relate to whether the
building is open to the public or is to be used for private
business. It should also be noted that although the building is
not recorded on the National List of Historic Places, it has
received the above-noted code exemption by the City and is
subject to the review of the Back Bay Architectural Review
Committee for any renovation work.

If the building is to be for private use, no upgrading need be
undertaken. However, if the building is open to the public for
more than 50 days* per year, certain improvements are required.

These include smoke detection devices and other fire protection
devices. It should be noted that the recent renovations provid-
ed emergency lighting and exit signs which are part of these
requirements.

to some interpretations of the code.





E. A smoke control system would need to be added in the open
stairwell area.

However, as was stated, Section 436 of the code omits the need
for these improvements as follows:

"The legal use and occupancy of any partially preserved building
may be continued without change or further compliance to this
Code."

Overali, the architectural appeal of this building is impres-
sive. The condition of the building is excellent for its age.

3. STRUCTURAL REVIEW

,The structure is masonry bearing wall founided on wood piles with
wood framed floors and a mansard roof. Foundation masonry is
cut granite, exterior is brown stone with brick backup, and the
interior bearing walls are brick. Ail masonry appears to be in
excellent condition with the exception of some erosion of the
brown stone on the exterior back face of the chimneys.

Floor and roof framing appears heavy although no measurements were
taken at this time. The floor over theboiler room is brick arches
set in the bottom flange of steel beams to provide for fire-resis-
tant construction.

Structurally, the basement parking scheme i s impractical to impos-
sible due to the proximity of several bearlng walls in the area at
the back alley where the grades are feasible for access to the
basement.

The interior bearing wall at grade level in the proposed reception
area at the Massachusetts Avenue side could have two arched open-
ings cut in the wall at *each side of the existing door.

REVIEW

building
umn type
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The steam is fed to steam radiators spread throughout the building
except for the second through fourth floors. Steam from the bolier
is also fed to a hot water converter with two pumps. The upper
floors are heated with hot water radiators. The steam radiators
are provided with manually controlled valves and Barns & Jones
Model 122 steam traps. The steam radiator in ground floor women' s

toilet was disconnected and lying loose in'one of the front rooms.
There is no provision for combustion air for the bolier in the
bolier room itself. The bolier during operation draws air from the
basement rooms. The fuel oul tank is also located in the bolier
room.

The condensate pump set was cyciing even though the bolier was off.
This probabiy needs attention.

As far as air-conditioning is concerned, there are approximately
twelve (12) wîndow air-conditioners in various windows of the
building. The fourth floor attic space has severai DX type air
handiing units which seem to air condition the fourth floor and
perhaps the third floor as weli. The ductwork could not be traced.
Ail units appear to be functioning.

There are f ive (5) air-cooled condensing units iocated on the roof,
as follows:

A. Carrier Model 38BA608540 (about 65 MBH capacity)
B. Carrier Model 38CBO60400 (about 60 MBH capacity)
C. Carrier Model 38GS024340 (about 24 MBH capacity)

They ail appear to be new and functioning.

If the remaining floors of the building need alr-conditioning, then
it could easiiy be done only by window-type air-conditioners or
through the wail-type incremental units which may not be esthetic-
aily acceptable.

-5-
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5. ELECTRICAL REVIEW

The existing electrical systems contained in the building at the
time of inspection represent a combination of various electrical
renovations and additions performed on the building over the years.
The existing electrical systems are in most cases as good or better
than most buildings of the same vintage or location. The electri-
cal systems apparent at the time of inspection with comments on
their general conditions are as follows:

Electrical Service and Power Distribution System:

The building is serviced by an underground 200 amp, 120/208V,
3-phase, 4-wire Boston Edison Company service. The service termi-
nates at a Current Transformer metering arrangement via the base-
ment center corridor. A Distribution Panel at that point in turn

sub-feeds multiple old and new smaller panelboards and load cen-
ters. From this distribution location., al major elec-tricalloads
in the building are fed, such as the boiler room equipment, the two
elevators and all other riser fed panelboards on each floor which
have all been replaced by new panelboards adjacent to existing
panelboards which are now used as junction boxes.

Duplex receptacles and special purpose outlets have been added
throughout the building which have been branch fed from local floor
panels or, in some cases, from the floor below as was the case for
the ground floor receptacles which were fed in basement ceiling
space access holes punched in basement ceilings. These 120-volt
receptacles serve all 120-volt needs throughout the building, such
as typewriters, calculators, desk lamps, air-conditioners, etc.

Telephone Service and Distribution System:

The New England Telephone service and distribution center is
located in the basement center corridor directly across from the
electrical distribution equipment. Telephone cable distribution
originates at this point and feeds the entire building via a system
of cable risers and terminal boxes located on each floor, usually
adfacent to the electrical equipment. New telephone floor boxes
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Building Lighting:

Lighting throughout the building appears to be adequate for circu-
lation and office work needs, except for the basement floor which
needs work. In general, recently installed recessed or decorative
incandescent lighting is used for lobbies, foyers, circulation
areas, etc. For recently renovated office areas, indirect and
direct fluorescent lighting has been installed. Ail lighting has
been provided with some sort of local switch control. Lighting in
the basement at the time of inspection was nothing more than bare
lamp incandescent porcelain sockets.

Emergency Lighting:

Emergency lighting for the building is acconiplished by a battery
pack system with remote lighting heads located in stairwells,
corridors, and other means of egress. Battery packs are typically
located in electrical closets throughout the building. The light-
ing coverage at this time appears to be adequate for the correct
building use due to recent renovations. The system was spot tested
and some lampheads were found to be burned out and in need of
repl acement.

Exit Signs:

Illuminated exit signs are located at most egress doors throughout
the building. Exit signs were all operating and some have been
installed with directional arrows which is the recommended practice
in certain installations. The exit signs do flot appear to be
connected to an emergency source for operation during power out-
ages. Based on the historic treatment of the building, this may
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Fire Alarm Systen:

The building's fire alarm system appears to be activated by a
single manual pull station located in the Massachusetts Avenue
ground floor vestibule, which is presently hanging out from the
wall due to recent renovations. When this manual station is
pulled, it should activate a few fire alarm horns throughout the
building. It is flot clear how or if the Boston Fire Department is
alerted during a fire alarm condition, this must be confirmed
later.

Additionally, there are surface mounted sinoke detectors located in
the building because of the recent fourth floor renovation work.
They appear to be independent operation f rom visual inspection.
The existing f ire alarm systei needs updating and expansion should
renovations be planned.

In addition to the previously listed systems' modifications and
changes, the following electrical work should be considered at this
tume for safety and/or operational reasons:

1. Close up and/or cover all electrical panelboards and equipment
at basement electrical distribution area.

2. Clean up and organize ail telephone system wirîng in some
area.

3. Cover ail ceiling and wall outiet boxes throughout building,
especially in basement.

4. Patch up and close in ail holes for exposed basement power and
telephone wiring in existing ceiling.

5. Replace existing incandescent lighting with new fluorescent
lighting in basernent to suit new space use.

6. Possibly expand duplex receptacles to suit new space use.

7. Install new emergency lightlng and exit signs as required for
new space use.

8. Instail wiring device cover plates on ground floor switches
and receptacles.

9. Consider installation of new exterior security lighting in
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6. CONCLUSION

Based upon our review of the drawings and our site observation
visit, we found no major liabilities with the building except
for the items listed above. Assuring that the City exemption
for historical significance stili stand, these wouid be the
items that would be required. However, in accordance with a
meeting on December 8, 1983 with officiais of the Canadian
Consulate, it is our understanding that they would like the
building to be upgraded to compiy with those safety features
that would provide conformance with the code in regard to f ire
safety, emergency egress, and energy improvements. With these
directives, the foilowing additional renovation work is recom-
mended for each of the major architectural and engineering
improvements.

Architectural

1. The smali passenger elevator located'near the supplemental
stair shouid be removed and ail openings to the shaft
ciosed off with 2-hour rated partition assembiies. A
2-hour rated fire-stop should be provided at each floor.
Ail elevator equipment should be removed.

2. The wooden suppiemental stair at the rear of the building
should be removed and replaced with a new steel stair. The
walls around this stair shouid be upgraded to provide
2-hour rated separation. Ail doors ieading from this stair
shouid be upgraded to "B" label.

3. Remove and replace the large freight elevator at the front
of the building to a modern passenger type with selective-
collective control and handicap requirements.

4. Remove the existing double-hung single-pane windows through-
out the building except for the fourth level and replace
with double-hung insulated windows that will duplicate the
existing historicai significance at the exterior.

5. It should be noted that those minimum requirements noted in
the basic work costs should aiso be undertaken to include
the following:

a. repainting chimney.
b. Datchinq roof flashing and add a cricket on new
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h. adding an additional enclosed stairway from the fourth
to the third level.

Mechani cal

In addition to those recommendations made in the first section
of this report for minimal code compliance, we would recommend
the following additional safety features be added:

1. Provision should be made for outdoor combustion air inlet
for the boiler and domestic hot water heater in the base-
ment as per code requirement as initially recommended.

2. It is also a good engineering practice to provide thermo-
statically controlled ventilation and heating in the boiler
room. It is not a code requirement.

3. The main stair with its skylight and clerestory can be
classified as an atrium space. In that event, the pro-
visions of code under section 437 of "open wells" would be
applicable. This requires a smoke control system in terms
of supply and exhaust of 40,000 CFM of air. The supply has
to be at the lowest level of the stair and exhaust at the
top. The exhaust fan also has to be provided with emergen-
cy power. The exhaust fan emergency power could be as high
as 71 HP if one fan is used. The stair may also have to be
enclosed in a one-hour rated enclosure. If the enclosure
is in the form of a glass wall , then sprinklers spaced 6'
apart will have to be installed on both sides of the wall
at no more than l' from it.

4. Since the bul
sprinkler prov«

Energy and Future A«

1. The existinq

than 70' and therefore the
e 431 will not apply.
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provided. This heating system can replace the existing
steam heating system at lower levels.

Electrical

In accordance with the decisions made at the 12/8/83 meeting to
upgrade the building electrical systems for the safety and
comfort of Consulate personnel, the following electrical renova-
tion work is recommended. In some cases, the electrical improve-
ments discussed are expansions of our initial recommendations:

1. The existing 200 amp, 120/208 V - 3-phase - 4-wire electric
service and main distribution equipment may have to be
increased in size to handle new anticipated air condition-
ing equipment, stair smoke exhaust equipment, new elevator,
computers and word processor terminal power requirements.
The total impact of these additional loads would be deter-
mined and examined during the design phase when final
horsepowers, etc., could be discussed with Boston Edison
Company.

2. To conform to Mass. State Building Code requirements, an
emergency power supply is required to operate stair smoke
exhaust equipment in the event of a normal power outage.
Therefore, a small diesel driven generator would be recom-
mended to supply emergency power to stair exhaust fan
during such outages. Generator with associated transfer
switch and fuel oil storage tank would be located in the
basement.

3. Disconnect and remove DC electric service to small passen-
ger elevator equipment, including feeder conduits, cables,
etc. All DC service equipment in the basement should be
disconnected and removed.

4. A power distribution feeder survey and branch circuit
identification investigation is recommended for the build-
ing existing distribution system in order to determine all
active and spare circuit breakers, fuses, conductors, etc.
This information would be helpful during any renovations to
building and also to Consulate personnel when building is
occupied.

5. To insure safe egress out of building at all times, it is
strongly recommended that all new or renovated stairwells
and egress paths to such stairwells be provided with new
emergency battery lighting units and emergency battery
equipped dual voltage illuminated exit signs, as required.

6. Install a new automatic fire alarm system which should, in
general, include a central control panel, heat detection,
smoke detection, manual pull stations, horn-light units,
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alarn annunciation at an entrance vestibule and automatic
alarm signal transmission to City of Boston Fire Alarm
Headquarters.

7. Provide new lighting as required in new steel stairwell and
4th and 3rd floor stair to suit architecture and conditions
of new stairways.
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ELEVATOR SAFETY INSPECTIONS, INC.
754 BOXPORD STREET

NORTH ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 01845

TO: Mr. O'Jonnel1
C. . aguire

From;Mr. Joseph Pag 1mrise

Date: 10/20/83 Pg

~.Subàectt 2 passenger elevators located at 355 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Ma. Oliver Aines Mansion:

*The following Code violations wée -.noted.of ?-6-40005o,

passenger elevator at the. above locat;ions on 10/19/83--p.-

j (1) The-car top .emergency exit cover is missing.

(2) Fire emergency signs. are needed on ail landing door j.ainbs.

(3) The elevator hoiÉt ropeÉ show wear and 
numerous breaks in

the wire strands; are showing.
(14) The"elevator hoistway is-not; provided with a vent to the

outside air. This vent is to allow sinoke and 
gasses to

the.outer. air in.case of~ fire.-peigofn.lae

(5) The stucco covering the hoistway is<peii 
ffi.ag

pieces and ±alling on top of~ the elevator anid the counter-

weight. The stucco should be removed as soon as posible.

(6) The packing gland on thé machine should be replaced. This

,paclcing prevents the machine gear 
oil froxn leaking out.

(7A window on the second floor can be opened 
±'rom the land-

ing side of hoistway . The elevator passes within five(51)

inches of the window gi. Ail of' the hoistway windows

shouid be removed and a fire rated material. installed in

their place flush with the hoistwaY wall.

The following code violations were noted on P-6-10002,

j passenger elevator at the above location on 10/19/83.

(1) Water lines have recently been installed in the elevator

machine rooxn, some of these pipes are leaking; any water.

that-drops on' elctrical equipmnet could start a flire or

cause extensive damnage to the equipment.

(2) The elevator machine room ceiling is 
not lire rated.

(3) The electribal wiring for the machine roomivlights is draped

over water lines passing through rooin.
(4) The elevator machine emits a grinding noise in the do'wn

j direction. This noise could be generated by a laulty thrust

(5) The paclcing gland should be repiaced.

(6) Landirig hoistway doors at two lloïors contain «broken glass.

(7) Ail landing doors are eight and one-hal inches back lrom

the edge -of the hoistway side of landing thesholds. The

inaximum is f our- inches.- These doors should be moved in to

meet reauired ineasurement or baflles should be. installed.
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ELEVATOR SAFETY INSPECTIONS, INC.
754 BOXFORD STREET

NORTH ANDOVER. MASSACHUSETTS 01845

(617> 681-1909

TO: Mr. O'Donnell
c. E . Maguire;;

F'rom:mr. Joseph E. Morrissey
E. S.,I., Imc.

Date: 10/20/83 Page 2

Subjecet: 2 passenger elevators located at 355
Boston,.Ma. Oliver Ames Mansion.

Commonwealth Ave.

The lollowing prices are approximatel'igXZes. Passenger # P-6-

10001. repairsa
(1) Repalce the emergency cover:
(2) Install l'ire emergency signs on ail land.ings:
(3) Renew the b.oist ropes:
(4) Vent the hoistway:
(5) Remove stucco covering the hoistway walls:.

A licensed elevator persôn will be needed
to operate the elevator while worlcers re-
move stucco. This cost would be on a dailey
basis paid by the person removing stucco.

(6) Replace the packing on the machine gland:
(7) Remove windows from the hoistway and instal

l'ire rated inaterial in their place.
A licensed elevator person would"be needed
as in # 5.

Total cost f'or passenger 1
plus hoistway worlc by non

- elevator people.
Passenger # P-6-1002..

(1) Relocate the water lines and drains in the
machine rooms This worlc would be perl'ormed

$ 200.00
150.00
2500.00

200.00

$2050-00.

ator person would be needed to
tor il' hoistway worlc is perl'or-
car top.
r lighting in the machine room:

,e thrust bearing and inspect;,
and. gear:





ELEVATOR SAFETY INSPECTIONS, INC.
754 BOXFORD STREET

NORTH ANDOVER. MASSACHUSETTS 0 1845

Page 3

Passenger. # P-6-i0002;ý cont.-

(5) Replace-'the packing on the machine gland: $ 200.00
-(6) Replace the broken glass'in the landing 75-00

doors:
(7) Instail baff±les on th.e land.ing doors: i6oo .00o

Total $2225.00

The Iollowing figures are the ,pproximate cost to update

passenger elevator # P-6-1O0C01Y

Install selecti*ve-collecti*ve system:. Seélective-collective
controlled elevators are the type usually ±'ound i.n small

office buildings, hospitals anid apartinents. The car will

respond autoxatically to the pressu.re of~ a car or corridor
button. The control system will collect and save signa..

and respond to them in order. They are normally used in

single elevator..i-nstallations and up to groups or banks 
of

three. These f'igu.res are f'or the elevator.only;

3500 3.bs.ý capacity at 250 feet per minute $381000-

Six stops @ $2600.00 110
1 Total $i7-3,6o0

Some alterations xnay be needed in the ýmachine room an.d

the elevator hoistway will need to be two-hour ±fire rated.

The elevator machine could Ùe used'along with the machine
beams, rails and bracicetsq the car sling and 1'loor.

Also inclùded in the above price would be variable voltage
equipment. This includes a DC generator, which-provides for

a wide range of' speed and accélération. Automatic leveling
is usually included with this equipmeiit.

Also include a cost to change the machine room electr.c.
suDDly from DC to AC.





ELEVATOR SAFETY INSPECTIONS, INC.
754 BOXFORD STREET

NORTH ANDOVER. MASSACHUSETTS 0 1845'

<6117) 681-1909

Page 4

The following figures are the approximate cost to update
passengerelevator # P-6-10002
Instali a A.C. Rheostatic Controli system, this equipment
is suitable for 10w speed, low rise application.
This price would include power operated doors. $2__,000

Six stops @ $2600
$409,600

.so include a cost to change the machine room electric
ýed from DC.to AC.

Le elevator hoistway will need a two hou' Lire rating
.ong with .the elevator machine room. A B-Label fire
)or for the machine'room-is also needed.
-1 water lineé must be relocated.

s p E.Morri 
ss ey
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CE MAGUIRE, INC.
CEM No. 440W.100

355 Commonwealth Avenue
Offi.ce Building
Boston, Massachusetts

October',.1983

ESTIMATED COSTS SUMMARY TO UPGRADE BUILDING

MINUMUM CODE AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Architectural Requirements

Elevator Requirements

Cost

$31,6Q0

$27,675

HVAC Requirements

Electrical Requirements

TOTAL COST

$ 5,000

$ 9,26û

- $73,535





October 21, 1983

Governor Aines Mansion

ARCHITECTURAL RECOMMENDED BASIC WORK COSTS

1. Repoint Chimney: 100 ± S.F. 1,$3.00/S.F.

2. Patch Roof Fiashing and Provide Cricketed New

HVAC Units

3. Repair Siate Roof (iissing tiles)

4. Repair Water Leaks in Basement

5. Unciog Drain in Boiler Room.

6. Instali Fire Rated Doors @ Stair Wells

10 Doors @ $300

7. Add New Openings in Bearing Wall at
Ground Floor 2 each @ $2,000

8. Add Interior Stormn Windows 2,000 ±.S.F.
@ $6.00

9. Add Additional Stairway from Fourth to
Third Level

Aiiow

Ai iow

Ai low

Aiiow

300

1,500

300

2,000

500

5,000

$ 4,000

$12,000

Ailow $ 6,000

TOTAL COST FOR ARCHITECTURAL
CONSIDERATIONS d $31,600
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p.4

October 21, i~983

Governor Aines Mansion

EL2EVAT0R WORK COST

The Large Elevator (P-6-10001)

To Upgrade Elevator to Present Code Minimum Reguirements

Cost for Elevator Only $ 2,050
To upgrade hoistway:

:uco 2*,100 S.F. Allow

Stucco' 2,100 S.P. 0 $3.00/S'.F.

Windows overlooking hoistway Allow

Total LargeElev-ator

'ator (P-6-10002)

vator to Minimum Reguirements

Water Lines Allow

aaaged Ceiling and Recaulk Roof
etration Allow

$ 6,000

$ 6,000

$ 2,000

M $16,050

2,225

2,000

s 1,000

$ 3,600

$1,800

$500

5'00.

= $11,625

$27, 675
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October 21, 1983

Governor. Anes Mansion

RBCOMMENDED IMMEDIATE WORK

HEATING, VENTILATING 4 AIR CONDITIONING COSTS

mbustion Air for Boiler and Domestic Hot Water Heater
t from Outside SouÏrce ini lieu of Basement Space

Allow $ 5,000





October 21, 1983

Governor Ames Mansion

COSTS

$ 750

ini Bas ement $ 600

$ 300

$360



t







CE MAGUIRE, INC.
CEM No. 4406.100

ESTIMATED COST SUMMARY TO UPGRADE_

TO PROVIDE

RECOMMENDED SAFETY AND CODE CONS lE

i tectu rai

ator

anical

trical

355 Comrinnwealth Avenue
Office Building
Boston, Massachusetts

December, 1983

BUILDING

RATIONS

Cost

$150 ,600

100,000

122,500

70,700

TOTAL $443,800*

With a 10% Contingency $500,000

are inclusive of minimum costs reconuneided at the beginning
-ion.
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December, 1983

Governor Ames Mansion

ARCHITECTURAL SAFETY AND CODE CONSIDERATIONS

Remove small elevator and enclose shaft.

Replace and enclose supplemental stair.

Upgrade large freight elevator shaftway and penthouse.

Provide new windows.

Other minimum conformance items.

TOTAL COSI FOR ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

$ 10,000

40,000

31,000

50,000

19,600

$150 ,600
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December, 1983

Governor Ames Mansion

ELEVATOR SAFETY AND CODE CONSIDERATIONS

1. Provide new large freight elevator.

TOTAL COST FOR ELEVATOR CONS IDERATION





December, 1983

Governor Ames Mansion

MECHANICAL SAFETY AND CODE CONSIDERATIONS

Outdoor combustion air to boiler room. $ 5,000

Controlled ventilating and heating in the houler room. 500

Smoke control in open stair area. 15,000

ENERGY AND FUTURE AIR CONDITIONING

Convert steam boiler to hot water 2,000

Air Conditioning 100,000

TOTAL COST FOR MECHANICAL CONSIDERATION $122 ,500
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December, 1983

Governor Aines Mansion

ELECTRICAL SAFETY AND CODE CONSIDERATIONS

1. Upgrade and increase existing electric service
size, main distribution equipment, etc. $ 8,000

2. Instali new diesel generator, transfer switch,
fuel'storage tank, piping, etc. 12,000

3. Disconnect and remove existing DC electric
service to elevator equipment, etc. 3,500

4. Power distribution feeder and branch circuit survey. 5,000

5. New emergency lighting and exit signs for new
stairwell, egress paths, etc. 6,400

6. New automatic fire alarm systen. 15,000

7. New stairwell lighting. 2,000
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